Marine / Offshore Product LineSheet
Basor Electric, U.S. manufactures electrical cable tray systems and accessories for industrial and
commercial applications. Trays are offered in ladder, wire basket or channel. Available in PVC,
Fiberglass, Aluminum, Galvanized and Stainless-Steel options.
Hazardous area and explosion proof cable glands with the patented Captive Component
Technology designed so that all critical components such as seals, cones and cone rings are held
captive within the body of the gland giving true built in safety and reliability as well as
minimizing installation time.
Polyset is a market leader in polyurethane adhesive and coating systems for the industrial,
marine & offshore markets. WB HRZS® is the previously NASA-patented coating technology IC
531. Polyset is the original, commercial manufacturer of this product.
EP [Wave Form Correction/Surge Protection/Power Filtration]: Patented Waveform Correction
Technology filters and removes high frequency noise and electrical losses, provides the best surge
protection in the industry today, while increasing the lifespan and performance of equipment.

Talon® Cable Cleats: A high-strength cable restraint that can be easily mounted on ladder-type
cable tray without cumbersome mounting brackets. Talon’s® revolutionary interlocking frame
with captive stainless-steel gripping hardware is a highly engineered cable cleat that
simultaneously encloses cables and their support rung.

Tinitron, Inc has been manufacturing high quality Custom Transformers, power factor
correction, harmonic mitigation, inverters and UPS systems with less than 1% THD for over 40
years.

BAND-IT provides steel band fastening solutions for a vast majority of industries worldwide.
Available in Stainless Steel and various alloys. Precut clamps are free of sharp edges and burrs
and can be manufactured in a variety of colors for identification.

CSD Sealing Systems is the world's leading innovator for cost effective solutions to seal any type of marine
or land-based pipe, conduit or cable penetration. Cable ducts, substations, vaults and generation facilities
face critical sealing challenges against all types of damage ingress by fire, water and rodents. CSD has a
solution.
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